
  

 

 
 
 

 
26th September 2023 

 

Edward Worlledge Ormiston Academy – Attendance and Expectations 
 

It is our expectation that children attend the academy every day on time. 

 
We are aware that it is sometimes the case that a medical appointment will need to be taken 
during the academy day. In this case we would expect a copy of the letter/appointment card to 
be shown at the main office and the child to attend before and after if possible.  
 
We are also aware that sometimes children become unwell, it is our expectation that children 
attend the academy with slight coughs and colds (We can administer medicine at school). If the 
child is unable to come to school due to illness, we expect that an adult from the household has 
called the academy to let us know on the day before 8.30am, with a description of the illness 
and estimated date of return. We have a responsibility to investigate absences, so please don’t 
be offended if you are questioned around your child’s non-attendance.  
 
 



  

 

 
 
 
Leave of absence requests will need to be filled in for any other reason of absence e.g. Holiday, 
funeral, wedding, religious ceremony. These can be collected from the academy office or are 
available via our website. The academy will not authorise family holiday in term time without 
exceptional circumstances.  

We monitor children’s attendance in the academy very closely and parents will receive a 
postcard reminder if there have been late arrivals, contact issues, or a pattern in absence 
developing.  
 
If a child’s attendance drops below 90%, they are classed as a persistence absentee in this 
case parents will receive a letter asking for medical evidence for every absence following and 
may be asked to attend an attendance panel meeting to support improvement of attendance. 

If a child is absent from the academy and we do not know why we will do the following: -  
 

1. Call first contact on our list.  

2. If no reply from first contact calls to all other contacts on our list will be made.  

3. Send an absence text.  

4. If no contact is made and the child is still absent on day 2, we will conduct a home 

visit to check on the welfare of the child and family.  

5. If we can get no contact after these steps, we may refer to the police or children’s 

services for further assistance.  

 

In the academy we believe that attendance is extremely important and 
so will promote good attendance in the following ways: - 
 

• We will have a Dojo incentive (set each week), if a child attends 
school every day that week, they will be rewarded with that many 
dojo’s 

• Our School Council (once elected) will meet each month to set a 
“monthly slogan” around the importance of school attendance – this 
will feature in our weekly newsletters 

• If a child’s attendance is 99% at the end of term, they will receive a 
badge. This will range from bronze, silver, and gold for each term, 
with the challenge to collect all 3.  

• If a child achieves 100% attendance in a half term, on the last day 
of the term they will be invited to a special lunch with Mr Honey. 

• As we see our academy as a community, we will also look at class 
attendance and award a trophy each week to the best attending 
class, which also allows them 15 mins extra playtime.  

• We will offer support wherever we can to any family who needs it 
(Contact the office and ask for Mrs Harvey or Miss Napthine).  

  

Our aim is that all pupils enjoy attending the academy, making 
successful progress with their learning. 

 


